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Create a wide variety of company and product images for use on the internet or offline. Features include: - User-friendly interface - Easy to use tools that enable 3D shapes to be easily placed, edited and manipulated - Append files and folders in a standard working directory - Interactive object properties - 3D image and page quality - Convert every object to a GIF or SWF animation file - Create presets with various frame rates for use in Web sites Save PNG, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TGA, and SWF files at specified intervals or when the task is complete - Duplicate layers and groups and move, cut, copy, delete, and rotate items - Use the built in 2D or 3D Bevel and Drop shadows effects - Set custom light color, brightness, contrast, saturation, and opacity for each item in a group - Specify a variety of measurements, including x and y dimensions, width, height, depth, and the number of sides - Adjust
and add shadows and reflections from the side, top, bottom, front, back, and left and right - Reduce the amount of render time by choosing an effective compromise between quality and speed - Professional motion graphics - Simulation of standard bevel, drop shadow, and reflection artifacts - Import and export 3D and 2D files - Supports Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/7 with CorelDRAW® X6 - Compact and portable - Compatible with
CorelDRAW® X6 How to install and configure 1. Make sure you have installed Windows Installer 4.5 or later on your computer. 2. Uninstall any existing versions of CorelDraw® X6, including trial versions. You can download a trial copy of Corel Draw X6 at 3. Go to to download CorelDraw® X6. On the right side of the page, click the My Download Center link. Click down to "Download Installed Versions" to download a list of installed versions.
If you do not see Corel Draw X6 listed in the list, it has already been installed. 4. Run the coreldraw setup.exe program from the installation disk or DVD. 5

TBS Cover Editor Crack+
TBS Cover Editor Full Crack is a software tool which helps people create all sort of covers with 3D rendering for your products, including several types of box shots, book cases, DVD cases and member cards. The installation process is fairly simple and after concluding it, you are met with a simple and modern-looking interface. Resembling a bit the design used in Microsoft Office, this utility is accessible to all user categories, and consists of a menu
ribbon and several panels to display the project, layer settings and other properties. Once you have chosen a type of cover, you can start tweaking it. To be more precise, you can insert text (with custom font type, style, size and color), geometrical shapes, images (BMP, JPG, PNG, GIF, TGA) and one of the many templates provided. Aside from that, you can align, rotate or flip items, as well as group or ungroup them. There are several 3D options you
take advantage of, such as adding a shadow, with a user-defined angle, distance color, opacity and blur. It is also possible to activate a reflection, tweak global light, contrast, zoom and perspective. You can zoom in and out, copy, paste, cut and delete particular items, undo or redo actions, duplicate layers, change hue, saturation and brightness levels. The project can be rendered as a GIF or SWF animation with a custom number of frames per second,
interpolation filter, width and height, as well as a JPG, BMP, PNG and GIF file. To sum up, TBS Cover Editor Crack is a useful piece of software for people interested in creating covers for their products, with extensive Help contents, an intuitive and feature-rich environment, good response time, and minimal requirements when it comes to CPU and memory. TBS Cover Editor - TBS Cover Editor is a software tool which helps people create all sort of
covers with 3D rendering for your products, including several types of box shots, book cases, DVD cases and member cards. The installation process is fairly simple and after concluding it, you are met with a simple and modern-looking interface. Resembling a bit the design used in Microsoft Office, this utility is accessible to all user categories, and consists of a menu ribbon and several panels to display the project, layer settings and other properties.
Once you have chosen a type of cover, you can start tweaking it. To be more precise, you can 09e8f5149f
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TBS Cover Editor is a simple and modern 3D cover design tool with over 80 finished templates for just about any cover type (box shots, book covers, DVD boxes, member cards). The design interface is modern and very intuitive. It is possible to place text, geometrical shapes, images and one of the many templates that are provided. It is also possible to add a shadow, adjust global light, contrast, hue, saturation and brightness, use the zooming function
and so on. TBS Cover Editor allows for exporting a number of cover formats including GIF, JPG, PNG and BMP files. It is possible to choose between interpolation filters, transform type (polar, perspective, rotation, flip), and the background transparency. Also, you can zoom in and out, copy, paste, delete items, duplicate or group layers, change colors, etc. You can save your work in the form of a.zip file which includes all your cover files. TBS
Cover Editor also offers a Gobal Render feature where you can choose between 4 frame rates (from 1 to 50 frames per second) and a number of parameters such as the width, height and number of frames per second. Once a cover is rendered you can export the animation as a SWF file. Requirements: Operating System: Win9x/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 CPU: 1 GHz or higher Memory: 1 GB or higher (2 GB for animation export) Download TBS Cover
Editor: Documentation, License, FAQ, and Media: Date Added: 04-27-2011 TBS Cover Editor is a professional software product and various of functions are provided to help you edit 3D shapes. The interface is visually pleasing and easy to use. you can add text, pick more 3D shapes, and slide the background image out of the way to reveal your contents. Publisher: TBS, Inc. Version: 2.0.0.131 File Size: 2.92 MB TBS Cover Editor - is one of the
software products developed by TBS, Inc.. Please note that TBS Cover Editor is freeware. You can download and test it without any restriction. However, you can't download any rich content or make any commercial use of this product. Note: TBS Cover Editor is a component of TBS Suite. This trial version is components

What's New In TBS Cover Editor?
TBS Cover Editor is a 3D cover creation tool which allows users to create 3D box images or 3D DVD, CD and book covers as well as other custom 3D elements. The software supports multiple file formats including 3D models, 3D animations, 3D symbols and 3D textures. TBS Cover Editor supports image, text and camera views, and functions like rotation, scaling, color, hue, saturation and brightness. Additionally, 3D elements can be grouped and
ungrouped, moved, mirrored and rotated. The software also supports palettes which allow you to select colors and change the look of the elements. Advantages: * Large number of cover templates * High quality output: 3D models, 3D animations, 3D symbols, 3D textures and icons * Additional cover templates: small book covers and DVD covers * Help contents and installation are included * You can add text, images and geometrical shapes * New
3D models are added frequently * Works offline * Fully functional trial version available, free of charge Advantages: * Large number of cover templates * High quality output: 3D models, 3D animations, 3D symbols, 3D textures and icons * Additional cover templates: small book covers and DVD covers * Help contents and installation are included * You can add text, images and geometrical shapes * New 3D models are added frequently * Works
offline * Fully functional trial version available, free of charge Advantages: * Large number of cover templates * High quality output: 3D models, 3D animations, 3D symbols, 3D textures and icons * Additional cover templates: small book covers and DVD covers * Help contents and installation are included * You can add text, images and geometrical shapes * New 3D models are added frequently * Works offline * Fully functional trial version
available, free of charge Advantages: * Large number of cover templates * High quality output: 3D models, 3D animations, 3D symbols, 3D textures and icons * Additional cover templates: small book covers and DVD covers * Help contents and installation are included * You can add text, images and geometrical shapes * New 3D models are added frequently * Works offline * Fully functional trial version available, free of charge Advantages: *
Large number of cover templates
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System Requirements For TBS Cover Editor:
Supported OS: Windows 7 or later Windows 7 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent AMD Athlon 64 X2 or equivalent Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Drive: 2 GB available space 2 GB available space Video Card: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 or ATI® Radeon™ HD 2600 NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 or ATI® Radeon™ HD 2600 DirectX: Version 11.0 Version 11.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection
Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX
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